We propose quantum key distribution schemes based on entanglement swapping. Using two Bell states, two bits of secret key between two distant parties can be shared.
(S3) Alice sends qubit 2 to Bob and Bob transmits qubit 4 to Alice through public channels. This procedure is secure since a single copy of Bell states is not distinguishable by local operations [9] .
(S4) Alice and Bob each publicly confirm that the other received the qubits. Therefore, Alice and Bob, knowing their own measurement result, could determine which correlated measurement result both are sharing. This enables them to share two bits of secret keys if Alice and Bob had assigned two bits to each of these four states before the protocol began.
We now consider the second protocol which is very similar to the first one. The second scheme proceeds same as the first one until (S5) of Scheme I, then it goes as follows, }. Again, with pre-determined two bits for these four possibilities, they will be able to share two key bits.
Alice and Bob can detect evesdropping by comparing the shared information publicly. They will take out a sample and compare by publicly announcing both the correlated measurement results and the initial states. Let us consider a particular eavesdropping scenario for Scheme I as shown in Fig. 2 . Eve prepares Φ 6 to Bob instead. Suppose Alice and Bob announce which states they had prepared and also assume they perform Bell measurements before confirming the other got the qubits. So Bob performs a Bell measurement before Alice does. Eve can now perform Bell measurement on qubits 4 and 5 and find out the result obtained by Bob. Eve could then perform an appropriate local operation on 2 and return it to Alice. This enables Eve to share secret key obtained by Alice and Bob without altering their results. Therefore it is important for Alice and Bob not to reveal which state had been prepared initially and perform measurements after they confirm the other got the qubits. If Eve tries to locally manipulate on qubit 2 without knowing the initial state preparation of 1 and 2, the probability of the test to reveal Eve will be 3/4. Thus, if n key bits are tested, the probability of detecting Eve is 1 − (1/2) n . Similar eavesdropping case can be studied for Scheme II.
Using polirization of photons, experimental realization of entanglement swapping has been achieved by Pan et al. in [10] , raising hopes for practical implementation of presently proposed entanglement swapping based QKD schemes.
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